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Let G be a finite, connected graph wiLh co loops or multiple edges. If G is the union of two 
blocks, then a necessary and sufficiernt condition is given for the maximum genus of G to be the 
sum of the maximum genera of its blocks. If in addition the blocks of G are upper embeddable, 
then a necessary and sufficient condition is given for the upper embeddability of G. 
The graphs dealt with in this paper are finite, connected, and lack loops and 
multiple edges. If G is such a graph, we denote its vertex and edge sets by VG 
and EG respectively. Its maximum genus, yM(G), is defined to be the largest 
genus of any orientable surface on which G has a 2-cell emt’edding. Nordhaus et 
al, [3] have shown that the maximum genus of G is not necessarily equal to the 
sum of the maximum genera of its blocks. In a related paper [5], some necessary 
and some suBicient conditions are given for this additivity property. In addition, if 
G1 and G2 are subgraphs of G satisfying G = G, U G2, IVG, n VG;I = 1, EGI f $4 
and EG,# 8, then a necessary condition for the equation Y&G) = 
y&G1)+ yM(G2) is proved. The purpose of this paper is to show that condition 
sufficient. One corollary of our result is the following theerem, found in [2]. 
Tbetmm 1.1. Let N bc a graph with components G1, G2,. . . , G, and G a 
connected gruph obtainec: from H! by ihe addition of n - 1 edges. Then 
In this paper we refer to the Betti nuw:ber, F(G), of a graph G. This number is 
defined as /EGl -IVGI + 1.111[3] il is shown that yM(G) s &S(G)], where equality 
holds if and only if the embedding of G has exactIy one or two faces, according t.o 
whether P(G) is even or odd respectively. 
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Furthermore, since 21 belongs to at least one mixed face of T, we also have 
Ma 1. (1) 
Let p be an embedding of G such that Putr*) = J&) fcjr ail u # U, and I&+) 
is of the form 
* A special case cf this theorem haa recently appeared in [6]. 
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~$hefB pi E WI for a21 i S u and ui E VG2 for all i > a. Let TT be the embedding of 
G; %&x. that E&t) = P,,c~l for all u:+ U, and PVtT7) = (t)l~12 l l u,). By Theorem 
J+ .2, t&-e ..ex@ts ai~, embedding Ti o*f G, such that PUtTi, = P,,,:, = PuITj for all 
% &-k &I$& ti.’ $&kg~ to at most two faces of 7’;. Similarly there exists an 
&r%e@d~ng 2’4 of G2 such that QT4) = PUtT) for all u f 21 and v belongs to at most 
two faces of 7’;. Get P,,cn>= (VjlVh l l * Via) and Pu(G)= (vja+lvja+, . l l t)jd)e Define T’ 
40 ‘be tJRe embedding of G such that PUIT3 = I& for all uf v and PUtTfj = 
(?A4 * l 9 ur;). ILet the number of faces of T’ whose boundaries are contained in 
the graphs ;il --(o} and G2-{v) be W: and Wi respectively. Let the number of 
faces of 7” *hose boundaries include 21 and are contained in the graphs G, and 
G2 be Vi ~rl Vi respectively. Let the number of mixed faces of T’ be M’. 
We see it snediately that M’ = 1, sime Vja is the only vertex of G, mapped onto 
a vertex of Ga by P,,(T’j. Since Vjd is the only vertex of G2 mapped onto a vertex of 
GI by I&), the cyclic sequence of vertices on the boundary of the unique mixed 
face of T’ must be of the form (u,, vja+i, . . . , vjd, vjl, . . . )I. This face of T’ corres- 
ponds to fcices of Ti and T$ such that the cyclic sequences of vertices on their 
respective boundaries are (Vi,, vjl, . . . ) and (U,, vja+l) . . . . ). Therefore these faces 
are faces of r: and Ta respectively that contain v. Furthermore, by the construc- 
?ion of T’, any face of T’ whose boundary includes v and is contained in G1 must 
Aso 3e a face of T& Since v belongs to at most two faces of Ti, there Imust 
Lherefore be at most one face of T’ whose boundary includes o and is contained in 
G1. In other words, Vi 6 1. Similarly Vi < 1. Finally, we note that W i = W1 and 
wi = W,, since PutTDj = PutTI for all U# v. 
Now let Ty be a maximum embedding of G1. Let WY be the number of fa, cs of 
Ty that do ni>t contain o, and let Vy be the number of faces of 7’7 that do contain 
v. We shall show that Ty may be chosen so that Wl;< Wi. Suppose on the 
contrary that Wi> W; for each maximum embedding T’;. Then Ti is not 
maximum. Indcted, each face of Ti that does not contain t) is a face of 7” whose 
boundary 1s contained ia the graph G, -{u)- Thus there are no more than Wi 
faces of T; that do not contain v and therefore by hypothesis TI is not maximum. 
Since Ti is not maximum, it has more faces than I’;, so that W i + Vi + P > 
WT + Vf. This inequaiity is inconsistent with the conditicns WY > Wi, Vy 2 1 and 
Vi s 1. Hence T! may be chosen so that WY s W i. Similarly there exists a 
Taximum embedding Tz of G2 for which W;< W& where Wi is the number of 
faces of Tg that do not contain z . Since T’; and Tz are maximum, o belongs to at 
most two faces of each of them 
Let Pv(TL’j = (zI~~z)~~ 9 . l v,J and P,,ITznj =(uk,+,uk,+, l - - ukd). Define T” to be the 
embedding of G such that PutTWj =QT,“) for aIll u E VG1 -(u}, PUfT”) = PUtT2”) for 
all cd E VG,-{II) and BulT”) = (uk,uk2. . ukd). Then the numbers of faces of T” 
whose boundaries are contained in the graphs Gd - {v) and G2 - {u} are WY and 
W!j respectively. The number M” of mixed faces of T” is 1. By an argument used 
previously, the unique mixed face of T” corresponds to a face of T’,’ containing u 
and a face of T!J containing ZI. Furthermore, ~,ach face of T” w-hose botmdary 
. 
c 
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c$hb~ 23* kk? G be the union of blocks G1, G2,. . . , G,, where Gz, G3, . . . , C;, 
cxw upper embeddable und have eoen Betti number. Tlten yM( G) = ~~z1 y~( Gi). 
@W&f. It fo’llows from the hypotheses that each maximum embedding of 
% G 3,. . . , G, has jus! one face. Therefore, by applying the theorem n - 1 times, 
the required form& can be proved successively for the graphs G, U GZ, G, U 
G&G:, ,..., (&‘zml GpG. 
We mte that Theorem 2.1 is applicable whenever G1 or G2 is an upper 
embeddable graph with even Betti number. In particuhu, half the graphs in ealch 
of the &ses of complete graphs, complete bipartite graphs, wheel graphs, and 
prism graphs are of such character. Furthermore, Theorem 1.1 is an immediate 
corollary of Theorem 2.1. 
The following theorem is closely related to Theorem 2.1. 
T~WO~WB 2.4. Let G be a gr*zph with subgraphs Gl and G2 satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 2.1, if G1 and G2 are upper embeddable, then G is upper embeddable if 
and only if either 
YM(G)= ~dG)+ydW+ 1, 
or fl(G1)@(G2) is even. 
FOOL Suppose that P(G,) is even. If P(GJ is also even, then 
Y~(G)-Y~(G~)+~,(G,)=~B(G,)+~~(G,) 
=%W), 
so that G is upper embeddable. On ?fie other hand, if p(GJ is odd, then 
Y~(G)=~B(G~)+~(B(G~~-~)=~!P(G)-~) 
= &W)b 
so that G is again upper embeddable. 
By symmetry, G is also upper embeddable if (j(GJ is even. Suppose therefore 
that B(G,) and @(GJ are both odd. If yM(G) = yM(G1) + yM(G2), then 
YM(G~=%MW- 1)+&W&)- 1) 
=&3(G)- 1 
and G is not upper embeddable. However, if yM(G) = yM(GI) + y&I.&) -I- 1, 
then y&G) = #(G) and G is upper embeddatle. 
Fig. 1 gives an example of a non-upper embeddable graph G which is the union 
of two upper embeddable blocks, G, and G,. II. is not difficult to check that G, 
and G2 are upper embeddable and have odd Betti number, and furthermore it can 
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Fig. I
be checked that v belongs to only one face of every maximum embedding of G I •
Hence. by Theorems 2.1 and 2.4, G is not upper embeddable. Clearly, one can
construct examples with an arbitrarily large number of blocks. The discovery of
such graphs G refutes the conjecture in [4] that every connected bridgeless graph
all of whose blocks are upper embeddable is itself upper embeddable.
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